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Abstract— The amount of data in our world has been rapidly keep growing from time to time.  In the era of big data, the efficient 

processing and analysis of big data using machine learning algorithm is highly required, especially when the data comes in form of 

streams. There is no doubt that big data has become an important source of information and knowledge in making decision process. 

Nevertheless, dealing with this kind of data comes with great difficulties; thus, several techniques have been used in analyzing the data 

in the form of streams. Many techniques have been proposed and studied to handle big data and give decisions based on off-line batch 

analysis. Today, we need to make a constructive decision based on online streaming data analysis. Many researchers in recent years 

proposed some different kind of frameworks for processing the big data streaming. In this work, we explore and present in detail some 

of the recent achievements in big data streaming in term of contributions, benefits, and limitations. As well as some of recent platforms 

suitable to be used for big data streaming analytics. Moreover, we also highlight several issues that will be faced in big data stream 

processing. In conclusion, it is hoped that this study will assist the researchers in choosing the best and suitable framework for big data 

streaming projects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, there has been a proliferation of 
applications That continuously generates huge amounts of 
data continuously and at an increasing rate. This is due, 
primarily, to the faster and lower cost hardware, [1] [2, 3] the 
emergence of new paradigms that thrive on user-generated 
data such as social networks, and the recognition of the 
importance of utilizing raw data (which was previously 
useless) in obtaining new information that are vital to deal 
with a variety of real-life issues. Distributed flow computing 
[4-6] is now an inevitable processing paradigm [7-10]. It 
allows to obtain continuous and real-time results from huge 
amounts of recent data. Data flow algorithms handle data 

continuous stream to store past records with only limited 
ability. Online machine learning covers methods that update 
their models after observing a new event and can instantly 
make predictions based on the updated model [11-16].  

This paper provides a comprehensive and systematic 
introduction to these applications. The proposed work 
supplies a review of both the traditional and the modern 
framework, and then examines existing algorithms that use 
the flow of big data to identify their strengths and weaknesses. 
The survey will explore the recent achievements in big data 
streaming in term of contributions, benefits, and limitations. 
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II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

This section describes the famous and widely applications 
and techniques used in the big data stream processing. In 
addition, several issued related to these applications were 
discussed.     

A. Application on Big Data Stream Processing 

This section gives the review on the big data stream 
processing applications. The application includes Apache 
Storm, vertical and horizontal scaling platforms, Hadoop, 
Kafka, Spark, Vertical Scaling Platforms and HPC clusters. 

1) Apache Storm: Apache Storm defines the calculations 
in terms of data streams flowing via a diagram of connected 
processing instances [17-22]. Such instances are in memory, 
can be replicated properly, and can be executed on multiple 
devices dynamical. The graph or diagram of inter-connected 
processes is named a topology. A single Storm topology 
consists of faucet (spout) that grout streams of data into the 
topology and thunderbolt that process and make a change on 
the data [10-14]. Topologies simplify the modeling of 
complex processes into several spouts and thunderbolt i.e., 
bolts. Tasks can be distributed and scaled by connecting 
several spouts and bolts with each other. Fig. 1 shows the 
architecture of Apache Strom. 

2) Vertical And Horizontal Scaling Platforms for Big 
Data Analytics: Scaling refers to a system’s ability to 
accommodate increases in data processing demands [23-26]. 
The big data processing scaling platforms can be grouped thus 
into two groups which are horizontal scaling and vertical 
scaling.  

Horizontal Scaling involves the distribution of network 
loads to several servers (commodity machines may even be 
involved). It is also referred to as “scaling out”. In horizontal 
scaling, multiple independent machines are combined to 
improve the data processing capability. Several operating 
systems are implemented on separate machines.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Storm architecture 

 
 
 
 

Vertical Scaling involves the capability of a single server 
is improved by introducing additional processors, faster 
memory and hardware; this form of scaling is also called 
“scaling up” and normally requires one operating system.  
Among the common horizontal scaling platforms are Apache 
Hadoop and MapReduce. Recently, research efforts have 
been dedicated to the development of next generation 
horizontal scaling tools, such as Spark which can address the 
issues of the currently existing scaling platforms [27-30]. 
Each of these scaling platforms will now be detailed in the 
next section. 

3) Hadoop: Hadoop was designed for MapReduce and 
HDFS concepts as they are both involved in distributed 
computation. MapReduce is considered the basis of Hadoop 
and can implement parallel distributed data processing. As a 
UNIX-based Hadoop layer for data storage, HDFS is seen as 
Hadoop's own rack-aware filesystem. HDFS is developed on 
the concept of Google filesystem. Hadoop has the major 
feature of being able to distribute data computational 
processes cross various hosts; furthermore, it can perform 
parallel computations on applications that are close to their 
data. Data files on HDFS are duplicated as block sequences. 
Hadoop cluster merges different servers to improve I/O 
bandwidth, storage capacity, and computation power. Access 
to HDFS from applications can be done in different ways 
since they provide Java API for use in apps [31-35]. There are 
more than 40,000servers in the Yahoo! Hadoop clusters and 
they can store around 40 petabytes of app data. More than 100 
organizations rely on Hadoop, with the largest Hadoop cluster 
containing 4,000 servers.  

There are several advantages of Hadoop which can are the 
data source range and cost-effective. For the data source 
range, as it sources data from multiple sources, such data can 
be either unstructured or structured. Such data sources can be 
social media data, email data, or clickstream data. The 
conversion of data from different sources into a single format 
is time-consuming. This is not a necessary step with Hadoop 
as it can extract informative data from any data type and can 
implement other functions, such as data warehousing, fraud 
detection, and market trend analysis.  

Meanwhile, for cost-effective, the data storage using the 
traditional storage methods is a costly venture as most of the 
benefits of the company will be spent on large data storage. 
The companies may even need to let-go large amounts of raw 
data to accommodate the new ones and this could lead to los 
of valuable information. However, such cost-related issues do 
not arise with Hadoop owing to its cost-efficiency regarding 
data storage. It can store data for a long time as there will be 
enough space to store all the newly generated raw data by a 
company. Future company directives can be implemented by 
just referring to the data archive; this is not so with the 
existing approaches where old data are normally deleted to 
accommodate new ones. 

4) Kafka: Kafka was developed by the Apache Software 
Foundation as an open-source data processing technology that 
can be used due to its scalable storage layer; Kafka can 
effectively handle a huge volume of real-time data feeds [36]. 
It can be replicated, partitioned, or distributed to enhance its 
accuracy, and can be used as a publish-subscribe messaging 
system. The interesting attributes of Kafka are its scalability, 
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high throughput, and durability; a segment of its brokers can 
handle numerous megabytes of reads and writes per second 
from several applications. It can be easily scaled-up by adding 
more nodes to a cluster. It saves data on disk and runs as a 
collection of nodes to ensure data durability. Each node in 
Kafka, is called a broker. Messages that are propagated via 
Kafka are clustered into topics and apps that publish messages 
to a Kafka topic are called the producers while the consumers 
are apps that subscribes to Kafka processes and topics. Fig. 2 
shows the architecture of Kafka. 

5) Spark: The main reason for developing Spark is to 
support the iterative algorithms that are not fully compatible 
with MapReduce [37], such as the iterative ML frameworks 
like k means. Although Spark supports these applications, the 
fault tolerance of MapReduce is still retained. The execution 
of the Spark engine [38] can be done on various platforms, 
(such as Hadoop, and Mesos clusters); it has been applied in 
query processing (SQL), large data streaming, and advanced 
analytics in various databases. Spark performs better than 
Hadoop (10×) in iterative ML workloads; it relies on Spark 
master node for the workflow control. Furthermore, the Spark 
worker nodes performs the job that has been submitted to the 
Spark master node. Spark depend mainly on the RDD concept 
that represents a set of read-only objects distributed on several 
machines. Being that an RDD can be cached in memory 
across various machines, it could be reutilized in various 
MapReduce-like parallel computations. 

This is a publicly available cluster computing framework 
which was first developed in 2014 by Matei Zaharia and later 
donated to the Apache Spark Foundation. The framework was 
built on HDFS [13]. It works on distributed processing of 
data, handing out data to separate worker nodes for 
processing. The worker nodes are managed by a master node 
which dispatches and schedules the distributed tasks. Hence, 
Spark requires a cluster manager and distributed storage 
system. Its faster in-memory data engine and developer-
friendly API makes it the framework of choice. Apache Spark 
was developed as a faster alternative to. Hadoop MapReduce 
reads and writes from disk, which slows down the processing 
speed. Spark, on the other hand, stores the data in memory 
and reduces the read/write cycle. This results in running the 
applications 100x faster in memory and 10x faster on disk 
than Hadoop MapReduce [14]. the Spark Core is provided via 
Spark Streaming, giving programmers the chance of learning 
the project and switching between apps which manipulate the 
stored data in memory, on disk, or data arriving in real-time. 
Spark Streaming was also developed to provide an equivalent 
level of throughput, fault tolerance, and scalability as Spark 
Core [38-40]. Stream processing at a high level is all about 
the incessant processing of unbounded data streams. 
However, it is a difficult task to do this in a consistent and 
fault-tolerant manner [44]. However, there have been 
improvements in the stream processing engines such as Spark, 
Heron, Kafka, Flink, and Samza over the past few years which 
enables the development and operation of complex stream 
processing apps by businesses [40, 41]. Spark revolves 
around the concept of a resilient distributed dataset (RDD), 
which is a fault-tolerant collection of elements that can be 
operated on in parallel. The number of data pieces in a batch 
depends on the rate of incoming data and on the batch interval. 

 
Fig. 2  Kafka architecture 

6) Vertical Scaling Platforms: Vertical scaling in IT can 
be described as the building-up of resources while horizontal 
scaling can be considered as building-out of resources. Both 
forms of scaling vary in their principles and required 
resources. Vertical scaling can be basically thought of as the 
addition of more capability to a single component by the 
administrators.  Vertical scaling is exemplified in the 
installment of additional memory or processing power on a 
single system. Among the existing vertical scale-up platforms 
are High Performance Computing Clusters (HPC), Graphics 
Processing Unit (GPU), Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGA), and Multicore processors [39]. 

7) HPC Clusters:  As a parallel computing approach, this 
involves the connection of different computation elements 
(CPU, GPU) in a fast network. The commonly used HPC 
system framework is clusters; parallel computing is more 
robust on several servers than on specialized   systems.  HPC   
clusters [40], also called supercomputers or blade, are 
machines built with numerous cores with different cache, disk 
organization, and communication mechanism. They use built 
strongly with robust hardware that is optimized for speed and 
throughput. HPC clusters are the most efficient, cost-
effective, and flexible HPC platform for performing HPC 
simulations [41]. 

B. Source of Waste in Data 

 Several issues affect the quality of data and make it 
unclean (dirty). The following are some examples increasing 
the waste in data according to the literature [39]. These waste 
sources may exist in information to form the next lean phase 
related to unclean database management. 

1) Lack of Integrity Constraints: Integrity constraints 
means that all instances of a database schema should follow 
the same procedures at all-time [32]. Lack of input 
standardization and details will result in poor identified 
constraints, which will affect the quality of the database and 
its integrity.  

2) Out-of-Date Values: One of the most important 
features for the data is timeliness [5]. When integrating data 
from multiple data sources, different data sources might enter 
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data about the same entity at different points in time. Some 
data entries will lead to obsolete values. Changing the address 
of an employee over time is a good example of out-of-date 
values.[37]  

3) Heterogeneous Schemas: In multiple data sources, 
different schemas are used to represent entities. In such 
heterogeneous multi-database systems, values and entities 
may be inconsistent or suffer from “a loss of a clear identity” 
[29]. 

4) Different Data Entry Rules/ Format:  This issue occurs 
when integrating data from multiple data sources; hence, 
multiple sources might have different data entry 
requirements, rules or formats [34]. For instance, a person’s 
full name might be entered starting with the first name in one 
data source, while starting with the last name in another one. 

5) Duplicate Data:  duplicate entities will cause a variety 
of problems affecting the database services such as:  
Contradictory data: Refers to multiple representations that 
may yield different information. For example, the telephone 
number of a customer may have the area code that reveals the 
territory of residence. If the city does not reflect the same area, 
then contradicting data occurs. [34]; Overlapping data: 
Occurs when integrating data from multiple data sources, the 
multiple representations may cover different or redundant 
data from different properties [40]. For example, a customer’s 
telephone number may have the area code that reveals the 
geographical area. In reality, there is no need to add the area 
entity; however, if it exists, there is overlapping data; 
Semantic structure: This may occur in the domains that have 
rich semantic structures (i.e., cultural systems, religious data, 
etc.) in which multiple thesauri are used with kinds of 
relations between them [8].  

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

In this section, the question of how to detect the bottlenecks 
of latest work in big data streaming and how to fine tune its 
deployment is explained. The stream processing developers 
will investigate those answers in optimizing their Big Data 
processing architecture for a specific use case.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we first presented a comprehensive study to 
detecting the bottleneck of big data stream processing. The 
big data framework that presented in the paper were spark, 
kafka, storm, and MOA. Second, we made a comparison for 
the recent work in big data streaming in term of contributions, 
benefits, and limitation. When the streaming data play an 
important role in big data mining, our work will help the big 
data streaming researcher to choose the best and suitable 
platform in big data streaming projects. In future work, we 
plan to build a promise framework to handle online big data 
streaming data based on kafka and spark. 
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